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Weekly Puzzle:

The car parking spaces at Grange Academy are numbered. 
Can you figure out what number the blue car is parked in?
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Grange Girls’ 
Rugby Festival

Tuesday 9th November
Periods 6-7

S1 and S2 girls: sign up with your PE 
teacher or speak to Miss Shankland.

A fun afternoon not to be missed!



Wow. The Music Department 
have been impressed by pupils 
who’ve been working together 

to create excellent musical 
performances. 

Special shoutouts go to Emma Quinn and 
Poppy Cuthbert who’ve been tutoring and leading 

their classmates. Incredible stuff!
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S1 literacy have 
been using this 

image to create 
storyboards to 

tell their Halloween 
stories.



Here’s our Senior 
Language Ambassadors! 

The Modern Languages 
department is looking 

forward to working with 
you to show that 

#GrangeLovesLanguages!
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Sign of the Week:
“remember” 

Close your fist as if catching a memory 
near the side of your head and holding onto it.

RESPECT



****

EXCELLENCE

Check out these fantastic 
menus created by S3 pupils 

learning about food and 
drink in Modern Languages! 



Think about Christmas for a few seconds and you’ll 
probably end up imagining turkey and stuffing and roast 

tatties and Christmas pudding…

RESPONSIBILITYRESPECT

…not everyone has enough to eat during the 
Christmas holidays so please join with us in 
donating food and other wee treats to the 

local foodbank in the run up to the holidays!

Irene White (our home link worker) will be 
collecting all of the Grange donations 

over the next few weeks. 

Please think about chipping in and making 
someone’s Christmas a wee bit nicer!



Interval football
Please note that the interval football 
on the astro is not taking place for 
now. Everything at lunchtime will 
take place as normal.

A reminder that the school values 
are important to the PE staff who 
give up their own time to give you 
opportunities at lunch. Saying 
'Please' and 'Thank You' is a really 
simple way to express some of the 
school values!
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Winner of the teacher edition of the 
“Best Halloween Costumes 2021” 
goes to the Science Department!
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A few more classic photos from Killieween at Grange!
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…and some more…
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…and a final batch…

HALLOWEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEN



The Parent Council 
are organising a 

Senior Prom for our S6 
students! 

There’s loads more
info about prom on

the school app but the
most important

message is that you 
need to get your 
deposit in soon-

Parent Pay is ready 
for this, S6.



All S2 Computing Science classes were busy coding a 
Halloween themed game using Scratch programming skills.   

A winner was selected from each practical class and their 
creations will be entered into a national competition. Good 
luck all. The judging panel found it very difficult to pick the 

winners. Well Done S2!!!



2P1 Sayantan Singh
2P2 Sasha Toft
2P3 Jack Armstrong
2P4 Lucy McInally
2P5 Millie McGarvey
2P6 Calum McDonald

2P7 Charlotte Dippie
2P8 Rachel Cairns
2P9 Ethan Chan
2P10 Mateusz Stomski
2P11 Hayden McGuire
2P12 Phoebe Scott







The S6 yearbook planning 
has begun… 

The team are excited to produce a 
70 page hardback book full of school 

memories to leave with next year. 

The cost of the yearbook will be £19
and here’s a few photos to show you 

how the awesome 2021 Yearbook 
turned out!



S6 pupils need to make sure they 
check S6 Teams for regular 

Yearbook updates. 

Every S6 pupil needs to complete 
the questionnaire that has 

recently been added to help us 
begin preparing for the Class of 

2022 yearbook.



Here are some of the scary 
(but delicious) cakes that S3 

pupils made in Home 
Economics for Halloween!



The seniors were at it, too. 
More terrific cakes:

Keira’s Cauldron

Gilmour’s Graveyard

Rachelle & Roy’s Revolting Rack

Smith’s Spider-cakeMillicious Brains



And Cielo (S4) created this 
cake as part of her 
Nat 5 Professional 

Cookery course at 
College! 
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A final photo from the 
kitchen…

…Head Girl Weronika
has a bit of an icing 

sugar disaster!  

RESILIENCE



All S4 pupils taking part in Bronze 
Duke of Edinburgh should attend a 

meeting in the library today at 
1.30pm with Mr Livingstone.
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Weekly Puzzle:
Did you figure it out? 

The answer’s kind of obvious 
when you look at the image 

upside down!

The car is parked in space 87.



Have a great week, Grange.

Work hard.

Be kind. 


